The #1 song on Wednesday, February 14th, 1945 was:
Rum and Coca-Cola by The Andrews Sisters
Want to know what song you were conceived to?
GROSS... FIND MY #1 MOVIE INSTEAD.

You were born
37,341,728 mins ago
1945 Top Song Radio

The Andrews Sisters - Rum and Coca-Cola

The #1 song on Saturday, February 14th, 1962 was:
Duke of Earl by Gene Chandler
Want to know what song you were conceived to?
GROSS... FIND MY #1 MOVIE INSTEAD.

You were born
28,386,354 mins ago
1962 Top Song Radio

Gene Chandler 20 Greatest Hits
3 Worst Prostate Foods
The One Thing You Should Eat For Your Prostate Every Single Morning.
Gene Chandler
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